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Abstract

To detect how and when readers are experiencing engagement with a literary work, we bring together empirical literary studies and language technology via focusing on the affective state of absorption. The goal of our resource development is to enable the detection of different levels of reading absorption in millions of user-generated reviews hosted on social reading platforms. We present a corpus of social book reviews in English that we annotated with reading absorption categories. Based on these data, we performed supervised, sentence level, binary classification of the explicit presence vs. absence of the mental state of absorption. We compared the performances of classical machine learners where features comprised sentence representations obtained from a pretrained embedding model (Universal Sentence Encoder) vs. neural classifiers in which sentence embedding vector representations are adapted or fine-tuned while training for the absorption recognition task. We discuss the challenges in creating the labeled data as well as the possibilities for releasing a benchmark corpus.
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1. Introduction

Our study aims to contribute to text-based affect recognition research by focusing on the experience-related state of absorption during reading literary fiction. Our goal was to process user-generated book reviews from an online social reading platform, and detect passages that textually express reading absorption, e.g. in terms of phrases such as ‘I was completely hooked’. The reviews belong to the genre of non-elicitd self-narratives that emerge in online social reading communities; cf. (Cordón-García et al., 2013; Rebora et al., 2019). They are subjective, opinionated, unstructured self-reports of variable length that typically include references to one’s individual reading experience. As opposed to product reviews, the texts often do not merely contain mentions of evaluative sentiment toward (components of) a book, but also express complementary, affective aspects such as reviewers’ cognitive engagement during their individual reading experience.

Reading absorption (aka narrative absorption) has traditionally been investigated in the humanities and social sciences (Hakemulder et al., 2017), e.g. by empirical literary and aesthetics studies. Importantly, absorption has been found to be composed of multiple facets, such as transportation to the fictional world (“I feel like I’ve just returned from a long vacation in Martin’s fantasy kingdom”), focused attention (“a wonderful one that really draws you in”), altered sense of time during reading (“It went by in a blink”), emotional engagement (“I instantly connected with Annabel”), and others.

1.1. Previous work

There have been empirical studies on absorption during reading that have focused on the textual determinants of such experiences (Green and Brock, 2000), the individual differences that can predict the occurrence of such experiences in specific types of readers (Kuipjers et al., 2019), and the outcomes of absorbed reading in terms of persuasive (Green and Brock, 2000) or aesthetic effects (Kuiken and Douglas, 2017). These experiments were however conducted in controlled laboratory settings, while absorption is an experience that is hard to simulate in a lab. Reader reviews on social sites on the other hand contain information on absorbing reading experiences that emerged naturally.

Computational detection of reader absorption has so far been largely unaddressed by the Natural Language Processing (NLP) community. Unlike detecting emotion, opinion, polarity, sentiment, stance, subjectivity, (Liu, 2012; Zhang et al., 2015; Mohammad et al., 2016; Balahur et al., 2018), the absorption detection task involves interpreting a complementary, affective state of reader response. Its distinctive features are subtle and not yet fully explored, which seems to challenge even trained human annotators.

We presented our previous approaches to automatically detect absorption in the story world, using two NLP methods: textual entailment detection and text reuse detection (Rebora et al., 2018a; Rebora et al., 2018b). The task we constructed was to detect semantic similarity between the 18 statements in the Story World Absorption Scale (SWAS) questionnaire and cca. 3,500 sentences in Goodreads reviews, which we manually labeled. Table 1 shows part of the 18 statements of the SWAS, an instrument developed by (Kuipjers et al., 2014) for the purpose of investigating reading experience in the field of empirical literary studies.

Textual entailment detection was conducted using the Excitement Open Platform (Magnini et al., 2014), i.e. a maximum entropy classifier utilizing WordNet, VerbOcean, bag-of-dependencies scoring using TreeTagger, and tree skeleton scoring; for details cf. (Wang and Neumann, 2007).
used both the pretrained classifier and also retrained the tool on a small set of 480 balanced entailment pairs created from our social reading data. Text reuse detection was conducted on the same pairs with TRACER (Franzini et al., 2018) using token-level preprocessing with synonyms and hyponyms from WordNet, a 16-word moving window and other features. Neither of these two approaches yielded an F-score above 0.10 on the target class (i.e., ‘entailment’ or ‘similarity’ vs. ‘non-entailment’ or ‘non-similarity’).

We also targeted the text-based identification of generic absorption reading in pilot experiments using baseline supervised text classification approaches with logistic regression and random forests as reported in (Lendvai et al., 2019). Our pilot experiments were based on a self-created corpus and random forests as reported in (Lendvai et al., 2019). Our pilot experiments were based on a self-created corpus of 200 reviews, annotated by 5 trained raters, based on which we obtained encouraging results: an F-score of .42 on detecting the target class Absorption on the sentence level with the base classifiers and simple text-based token count representation. For these experiments, we generated our own sentence embedding model based on 2.5 million user reviews from the Goodreads platform by retraining the sent2vec tool’s model (Pagliardini et al., 2018), which did not provide a better-performing content representation in the pilot experiments. We are not aware of further computational work on absorption detection.

1.2. Contributions of this study
The SWAS remained at the core of a larger absorption inventory developed for the current project and used for annotating specific and related instances of absorption in reader reviews. In contrast to our previous investigations, in the current study we were interested in identifying the broad affective state of reading absorption next to absorption in the story world. Therefore, we incorporated in the labeling and prediction task additional absorption concepts such as participatory responses to the fictional characters (“I want to be Molly when I grow up”), lingering story feelings (“leaves you with goosebumps after having read the last page”), etc. We extended our experimental investigation by constructing a larger corpus and performing absorption detection using state-of-the-art classification methods. In particular:

1. We present a corpus of 380 social reading reviews in English that are manually annotated with reading absorption categories
2. We explore three sentence representation models for absorption detection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Statement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>When I was reading the story it sometimes seemed as if I were in the story world</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The world of the story sometimes felt closer to me than the world around me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional Engagement</td>
<td>When I read the story I could imagine what it must be like to be in the shoes of the main character</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I felt sympathy for the (main) character(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I felt connected to the (main) character(s) in the story</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I felt how the (main) character(s) was/were feeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I felt for what happened in the story</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Part of the SWAS absorption questionnaire created in empirical literary studies (Kuijpers et al., 2014).

Via the different learning approaches and corresponding evaluative experiments, we aim to gain insight into affective phenomena in user-generated opinionated texts that are complementary to conventional emotional categories, which can benefit computational linguistics, literature and social sciences studies, as well as industrial content analysis.

2. Corpus construction
Our current corpus is constructed using 380 English review texts for 224 books, which we collected from a social reading platform. These reviews pertain to books from different literary genres (romance, fantasy, science fiction, thriller) that we pre-selected based on high star-ratings on the platform and the presence of trigger words. The majority of the books (180) had a single review in the corpus, 33 books had 5 reviews each, the rest of the books had a small number of reviews (<7).

2.1. Manual annotations
We have been extensively instructing 5 in-house annotators with background in computational linguistics and/or literary studies for labeling reading absorption. The set of labels was weakly structured in terms of broad absorption concepts such as Attention, Transportation, Emotional Engagement, Mental Imagery, Disconnection from reality, etc. (cf. Table 1), which each held narrow absorption concepts taken from the inventories listed and discussed by (Kuijpers et al., 2014) and (Bálint et al., 2016). The label set totaled about 40 distinct concepts (cf. Table 2); we note that the labeling scheme is still subject to revision. The annotators could assign the labels to text segments of any length within a review. The criteria for assigning preferably one label (but possibly more) was driven by, but not restricted to, the semantic similarity between some text segment and the statements or concepts in the inventories (cf.
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Table 1). The boundaries of the relevant text snippet were to be freely established by each annotator, as the raters were presented full review texts using the Brat annotation platform (Stenetorp et al., 2012). The annotators could also mark it up when users explicitly mentioned or signaled the lack of absorption (e.g. “I struggled to get through a lot of the pages” or “None of the characters really mattered to me”), to make them distinct from expressions that describe the presence of absorption.

In Table 2, we illustrate a review excerpt where the central column for each sentence shows the manually assigned absorption labels and the number of annotators assigning that label. Note that sentences 29-31 were not labeled as showing absorption, since these sentences carry evaluation or sentiment related to the generic reading experience or its impact on the reviewer, rather than reporting about having been (or not) in a specific state of absorption as defined by us (cf. the broad absorption concepts in our labeling scheme). These specific states are often expressed in the reviews in terms of linguistically distinct phrases, and our project goal was to capture such direct expressions of absorption. The annotators were therefore explicitly instructed not to mark up passages that express only speculatively inferable reading absorption or generic sentiment. We give an overview of the annotation process in (Rebora et al., 2020).

2.2. Post-processing

After the completion of manual annotations, we performed the following steps.

Text normalization To reduce the noisiness of the review texts, we normalized character encoding using unidecode\(^1\) and a series of simple character mapping rules. We also replaced emoticons with their descriptions\(^2\) and masked full URLs with a placeholder.

Sentence-level labeling normalization To construct the dataset for classification experiments, we mapped all annotated text spans to the sentence level.

Sentence boundary segmentation was obtained after the annotations were completed, using the spaCy package\(^3\). In the corpus, the mean review length was 23.9 sentences, and the mean sentence length was 15.5 tokens.

Labeling adjudication and inter-annotator agreement On the current corpus we obtained a 0.40 sentence-level Krippendorff’s Alpha inter-annotator agreement score. Adjudication of the labels obtained from the annotators is currently ongoing. A field expert created gold-standard labels so far for 1,475 sentences, originating from more than 60 reviews, which yielded a 0.59 Cohen’s Kappa mean score.

2.3. Binary class partitioning

Since at this point in our project, labeled evidence for the individual absorption categories turned out to be small, for the current study we aggregated all absorption types into a generic class Absorption as opposed to Nonabsorption. The Absorption class was constructed according to two separate threshold values:

1. the Abs_maj class was assigned if at least three annotations of any absorption kind were marked up in some part of the sentence i.e., if the labels assigned by all annotators summed to at least 3.

2. the Abs_min class was assigned if at least one annotator assigned a label to some part of the given sentence, i.e., if all labels that were assigned by all the annotators summed to at least 1.

These choices were motivated by the moderate inter-annotator agreement about label identity of the fine-grained absorption categories, and the moderate amount of currently available data. Table 2 shows both the manually assigned

---

\(^1\) https://pypi.org/project/Unidecode/

\(^2\) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_emoticons

\(^3\) https://spacy.io
absorption labels as well as the binarized labels that were used in the classification experiments.

3. Detecting reading absorption: Experimental setup

Our two classification tasks consisted of binary decisions:

1. Majority vote task: separating the Abs\_maj sentences (422) from the merged Nonabs + Abs\_min sentences (8,653)

2. Low threshold task: separating the merged Abs\_min + Abs\_maj sentences (1,339 instances) from Nonabs sentences (7,736).

We tested classical feature-based algorithms, as well as neural algorithms on these tasks. Only generic values were passed for hyperparameters, i.e., no fine tuning was performed for any of them. The information the classifiers drew on are only the sentence representations.

3.1. Data partitioning

The dataset is heavily imbalanced in both tasks. Without oversampling, performance on the Abs class is often 0. We used the random oversampling method from the imbalanced-learn package during training to remedy this. We conducted all experiments via 5-fold cross-validation.

3.2. Sentence representation

Neural models can extract high-quality sentence representations, pretrained on large amounts of unlabeled texts. In the conventional classifiers, we directly imported the representations as generated by the pretrained Universal Sentence Encoder model (USE); these are 512-dimensional embedding vectors.

3.3. Classical ML models

We used four conventional machine learners from the scikit-learn library (Pedregosa et al., 2011) to which we fed sentence representations obtained from the Universal Sentence Encoder (USE) as implemented in TensorFlow. Each learner was run without parameter optimization. For the Random Forest and the Gradient boosting classifier the number of estimators was set to 500. For all other hyperparameters sklearn default values were used.

The results for these models are presented in the upper half of Table 3. The scores show that in the Majority vote task where we have very little and imbalanced data for our class of interest (422 positive instances altogether, all of them unique except for one case), F scores for all models stay below .30 points, and the gradient boosting, logistic regression and linear SVM models perform similarly. In the Low threshold task, where we have 3 times as many positive instances (nearly all unique), the performance of these three algorithms is best again, in the .43-.45 F-score interval.

3.4. Neural models

We used two neural learning tools: fastText (Joulin et al., 2016) and BERT (Devlin et al., 2018), each with their native encoders and their standard settings. The employed neural classifiers created representation models from scratch (fastText) or implemented different approaches for the supervised end-task after embedding initialization, the latter by either freezing pretrained layers and only training a final layer (BERT) or allowing for updating the entire model (fastText, BERT).

The results are presented in the lower half of Table 3.

3.4.1. fastText

We trained two fastText models. The ‘fastText scratch’ model did not involve pretraining-based initialization, but was trained fully on our data, while ‘fastText finetuned’ used a pretrained encoder model updated while using our data.

3.4.2. BERT

BERT bidirectionally learns contextual representations for words. In ‘BERT frozen’, representations are generated based on a pretrained encoder model and not get updated on our data, whereas the ‘BERT fine-tuned’ case involves a pretrained encoder that is updated based on our data, analogous to the ‘fastText fine-tuned’ case. We used the pytorch interface for BERT and the pretrained bert-base-uncased model.

### Table 3: Classification results with 5-fold CV and oversampling for the two tasks. Evaluation is in terms of Precision (P), Recall (R) and F1-score (F).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Majority vote task</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Abs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline: majority class</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random forest, USE vec</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM rbf, USE vec</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM linear, USE vec</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistic regression, USE vec</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gradient boosting, USE vec</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fastText, scratch</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fastText, finetuned</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT, frozen</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT, finetuned</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

4 https://github.com/scikit-learn-contrib/imbalanced-learn

5 https://github.com/huggingface/transformers
3.5. Results and discussion

The experimental outcomes suggest that all models still suffer from data imbalance, even though oversampling is applied. The models are trained on textual data only, in which absorption is not straightforward to detect even for trained humans, which is expressed in moderate inter-annotator agreement. Overall, the results are promising, especially for BERT-finetuned, which having an imbalanced dataset is able to obtain an F-score of 43 points for the most infrequent class in the Majority vote labeling task, and 54 points in the Low threshold labeling task. Regarding the vector dimensionality of each representation model, we assume that each model has its own optimum size. Regarding model comparison, we observe the following:

- The fine-tuned version of BERT outperforms the rest of the models. This might be since, in accordance with previous studies, this model is able to provide highly contextualized representations, obtaining very good results on NLP end tasks. The BERT frozen model is not able to show as strong a generalization capability however, with a surprisingly low recall in the Majority vote task, a dramatic difference between its performance in the finetuned setup. Transferring features without fine-tuning seems not to be helpful.

- The statically encoded vector models from fastText are not able to provide as good a representation as BERT. On the Low threshold task the fastText performances stay even below the conventional classifiers’ scores.

- The USE encodings are able to provide a stronger semantic representation of reading absorption than the fastText pretrained encoding model that we used. Still, the best score based on USE embeddings, from the gradient boost model, lags behind BERT with nearly a 10-point difference (.45 F, Low threshold task).

The difficulty of textual assessment of absorption can be illustrated by the sentence similarity matrices based on USE representations. In Figure 1 we present the matrix for the last 20 items from the Abs_maj-labeled sentences, whereas in Figure 2 the matrix for the full set of 466 sentences in the Majority vote task, and in Figure 3 the matrix for the full set of 1339 sentences in the Low Threshold task. The heatmaps for the positive class do not uniformly reflect high semantic homogeneity across the sentences. Note that the label propagation from arbitrary text segments to sentences introduces noise, and while the similarity matrix and the classification experiments are set up on the (observably often erroneous) sentence level, most of our annotated chunks span less than an entire sentence.

In line with our task setup, for the Low threshold condition the sentences labelled as Absorption show a lower degree of similarity. For the Majority vote condition, sentence similarity within the smaller set increases, but so does the data imbalance problem. Thus, performance appears to be limited for both tasks, either by the lack of high quality textual cues or by a skewed class distribution.

4. Summary and outlook

Goals and workflow  We described the creation of language technology resources that enable the detection of reading absorption in textual data from online social platforms. To create the resources, we annotated 380 reviews in terms of a large set of absorption categories taken from or inspired by empirical literary studies. The current corpus features moderate inter-annotator agreement, demonstrating that the manual labeling task requires extensive effort comparable to previous findings (Kim and Klinger, 2018), and providing feedback for the adaptation of the annotation scheme. These efforts are currently ongoing.

To remedy the issue of still relatively small size as well as the uncertainty of the currently prepared labeled data, we recast the absorption detection task as binary classification. We tested different label construction thresholds and different types of classifiers for the end task. The features that the classifiers employed were sentence or word embedding vectors from different language models.

Experimental findings and ongoing work  The experimental outcomes suggest that USE encodings are able to provide a robust semantic representation of reading absorption on par for this task with the statically encoded vector models from fastText, while the fine-tuned version of BERT outperforms the rest of the models. Data imbalance could partly be remedied using oversampling, while – based on our two tasks that used different inter-annotator agreement thresholds – we assumed that even lower quality annotations can benefit BERT when available in large amounts.

Social reading self-narratives incorporate multiple complementary affective phenomena, such as subjectivity and sentiment, as well as multiple user intents besides reporting reading absorption, e.g. evaluation, recommendation, feedback, socializing. Therefore, our ongoing work addresses the incorporation and evaluation of these phenomena in a complex absorption detection model.

Language resources output  The possibilities for releasing our resources depend on tackling several challenges. We attempted to clarify the legal aspects regarding the collection, processing and dissemination of the data from the Goodreads platform. The information currently available to us does not allow reuse of these texts, which poses a risk to freely sharing our corpus. However, new European directives are suggesting the introduction of significant exceptions in text and data mining for research purposes, e.g. the Directive on Copyright in the Digital Single Market. These exceptions have been already included in national laws such as the Urheberrechts-Wissensgesellschafts-Gesetz in Germany\(^6\). However, this law states that one should either destroy or store the data in a protected repository after analysis. We are evaluating the possibility of making a consolidated benchmark corpus accessible under a specific license, after having complied with all legal and ethical requirements.
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Figure 1: Cosine similarity matrix across the last 20 sentences in the corpus that were labeled as abs_maj, represented as 512-dimensional sentence embedding vectors from the pretrained Universal Sentence Encoder model. (Sentences are cropped due to space constraints.)

Figure 2: Cosine similarity matrix based on USE embeddings across all 422 sentences in the corpus that were labeled as abs_maj.

Figure 3: Cosine similarity matrix based on USE embeddings across all 1,339 sentences in the corpus that were labeled as abs_min.
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